**Computers in Education Society of Ireland - Annual Conference**

**Date**  
Saturday, February 28th, 2015

**Venue**  
Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology, Dublin Road, Galway, Ireland

**Time**  
Presentations start 9am sharp! [Registration & Refreshments from 8am]

**Fee**  
€40 [ unwaged & student: €20 ]

---

### PROGRAMME

#### Keynote

- **Tim Rylands & Sara Neild** - *Out Of This world* - *Tech To Inspire*

#### Plenary

- John Davitt - *World of Difference: new tools & educational resources for active learning*
- Conor Galvin - *Are we there yet? Approaching the Horizon…*

#### Workshop

- **Ciara Brennan & Mary Jo Bell** - Beyond the classroom horizon, online tools to shift the classroom horizon to home
- **Nicole Mullen, Camara Ireland** - Design Thinking and Technology in the Classroom
- **PDST Tech in Ed team** - The changing nature of digital images and how they can be used for recording and assessment
- **Conor Power** - Google Classroom ….in the classroom!
- **David Kearney** - Android Tablets in the classroom
- **Julia Sweeney, Edcite** - Edcite in the classroom
- **Peter Redmond, Mechatrons** - Robots rule - or do they? Programming your own Sesca robot
- **Bianca Ni Ghrógáin & Drew Buddie** - Plan beyond the horizon - a Makey Makey workshop
- **Jake Byrne, Bridge21** - Python from Scratch

#### Story

- **Seamus O’Neill** - Ready, Steady, Code! Supporting numeracy with Scratch
- **Frank Kehoe** - Introduction to Socrative and its use in the classroom
- **Nichola Spokes** - Using Beebots in the 21st Century Digital Primary School
- **Tom Lonergan, PDST** - BYOD - Bring your own device - or disaster?
- **Eugene Eichelberger & An Lucht Vicí** - Wikipedia for Education
- **Frieda Crehan** - Managing a 1:1 environment and managing in a 1:1 device environment
- **Jane O’Connell** - Can a blended learning platform enable Irish to become a living language for L2 learners?
- **John Heffernan** - “The future is here but it is not evenly distributed”
- **Susan Nic Réamoinn** - Technology and Languages in Early Years Learning
- **Ben Murray, NCCA & John Hurley, H2** - EUFolio project update
- **Éilís Treacy & Student Editors Anna, Emily, Oisín and Patrick** - Eyrecourt Examiner to the world!
- **Kelly Kirkpatrick** - Khan Academy & MATHletes challenge - innovative tools and blended learning
- **Fred Boss, NCCA & Denise Kelly, NCCA** - The online Level 2 e-Planning Tool
- **Cormac Cahill** - 21st Century Storytelling in the Primary classroom
- **Ali McNamara** - Game-Based Learning: a solution to improving students’ attitudes towards Mathematics
- **Kathy Kipp, Learnovate** - Technology to empower student-led learning
- **Gareth Callan** - Flipping the classroom - Why and How
- **Richard Millwood, Ruairí Brown, Nine Bresnihan & Glenn Strong** - Computational Thinking - Unplugged!
- **Danielle O’Donovan & Sharon Kearney** - Contextualising Humanities and Technology skills in Heritage Sites
- **Rita Day & Brian Mulligan** - MOOCs for Secondary School Students

---

**Teachmeet** - Don’t miss Teachmeet “East meets West” in GMIT on Friday 27th @7pm - €10